
Like Ying And Yang
  
 I ask my Higher Self and my almighty monadself to connect with each 
monadself from God family and with every living energy on earth to change 
our minds and our thoughts and to erase our creation of lies and suffering, 
to erase our creation of illuminatis.  We forgive ourselves, we forgive our 
ego. Our thoughts no longer torture us, our thoughts no longer create lies 
or chaos. The illuminati reign is over, the veil is off. The lies are over, we 
are divine, we are awake.  
 I ask and invoke that the Arcturians, Pleiadians, Sirians, Angels and 
Archangels and all Planetary, Solar, Galactic and Universal Ascended 
Masters perfectly assist me realize this prayer on a ongoing basis 24 hours 
a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year. Thank you.  God's Will be done.  
      Amen ~

 I ask my Higher Self and my almighty monadself to connect with each 
monadself from God family and with every living energy on earth to change 
our minds and our thoughts : by now, we forgive fear and egos. We Love 
them and recognize that every suffering being is calling for unconditional 
Love. We forgive ourselves and our ego and we love them for life. 
 We ask our monadselves to connect and use all them Almighty power 
and wisdom to reconnect and open everybody's heart on Earth with Gaia's 
heart.
 We ask our monadselves to send for eternity unconditional love in our 
bodies. Let it flow, let it flow, let if flow for eternity until we all become full 
light beings. We ask that suffering and illusion no longer be means or the 
path. We now totally offer Love ans share our evolution toward Love and 
Light to everyone. 
 As we evolve, we lift every energy form around with us. We are one, 
our path is united. 
 I ask and invoke that the Arcturians, Pleiadians, Sirians, Angels and 
Archangels and all Planetary, Solar, Galactic and Universal Ascended 
Masters perfectly assist me realize this prayer on a ongoing basis 24 hours 
a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year. Thank you. God's Will be done.  
      Amen ~        
          Alain 


